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While America Sleeps Mar 09 2021 In While England Slept Winston Churchill revealed in 1938 how the inadequacy of
Britain's military forces to cope with worldwide responsibilities in a peaceful but tense era crippled its ability to deter or
even adequately prepare for World War II. In While America Sleeps, historians Donald and Frederick Kagan retrace
Britain's international and defense policies during the years after World War I leading up to World War II, showing in
persuasive detail how self-delusion and an unwillingness to face the inescapable responsibilities on which their security
and the peace of the world depended cost the British dearly. The Kagans then turn their attention to America and argue
that our nation finds itself in a position similar to that of Britain in the 1920s. For all its emergency interventions the U.S.
has not yet accepted its unique responsibility to take the lead in preserving the peace. Years of military cutbacks-the
"peace dividend" following the buildup and triumph over Communism of the Reagan years-have weakened our armed
forces and left us with too few armed forces to cover too many possible threats. This has caused us to bank everything on
high tech "smart" weapons - some of which have not yet been invented and others that we are not acquiring or deploying as opposed to the long-term commitment of money, fighting men and women, and planning that the deterrence of a major
war would require. This failure to shape a policy and to commit the resources needed to maintain peace has cost valuable
time in shaping a peaceful world and has placed America's long-term security in danger. The policies of the Bush and
Clinton administrations have left us in a position where we cannot avoid war and keep the peace in areas vital to our
security. Neither have the post-Cold War policies sent clear signals to would-be aggressors that the U.S. can and will resist
them. Tensions in the Middle East, instability in eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, the nuclear confrontation
between India and Pakistan, the development of nuclear weapons and missiles by North Korea, and the menacing threats
and actions of China, with its immense population, resentful sense of grievance and years of military buildup, all hint that
the current peaceful era will not last forever. Can we make it last as long as possible? Are we prepared to face its collapse?
While America Sleeps is a sobering, fascinating work of history that poses a thoughtful challenge to policy-makers and will
interest military buffs as well as readers interested in history and international relations.
The Shapeless Unease Aug 02 2020 “Sleeplessness gets the Susan Sontag illness-as-metaphor treatment in this pensive,
compact, lyrical inquiry into the author’s nighttime demons.” —Kirkus Reviews In 2016, Samantha Harvey began to lose
sleep. She tried everything to appease her wakefulness: from medication to therapy, changes in her diet to changes in her
living arrangements. Nothing seemed to help. The Shapeless Unease is Harvey’s darkly funny and deeply intelligent
anatomy of her insomnia, an immersive interior monologue of a year without one of the most basic human needs. Original
and profound, and narrated with a lucid breathlessness, this is a startlingly insightful exploration of memory, writing and
influence, death and the will to survive, from “this generation’s Virginia Woolf” (Telegraph). “Captures the essence of
fractious emotions—anxiety, fear, grief, rage—in prose so elegant, so luminous, it practically shines from the page. Harvey
is a hugely talented writer, and this is a book to relish.” —Sarah Waters, New York Times–bestselling author “Harvey
writes with hypnotic power and poetic precision about—well, about everything: grief, pain, memory, family, the night sky,
a lake at sunset, what it means to dream and what it means to suffer and survive . . . The big surprise is that this book
about ‘shapeless unease’ is, in the end, a glittering, playful and, yes, joyful celebration of that glorious gift of glorious
life.” —Daily Mail “What a spectacularly good book. It is so controlled and yet so wild . . . easily one of the truest and best
books I’ve read about what it’s like to be alive now, in this country.” —Max Porter, award-winning author of Lanny
While the World is Sleeping Aug 26 2022 A sleepy child is flown through the night sky to see foxes hunting, rabbits
playing, raccoons scrounging, and other animals that are active while people sleep.
Sleeping in Flame Apr 29 2020 Walker Easterling is a retired actor turned successful screenwriter living in the Vienna of
strong coffee, fascinating friends, and mysterious cafes. When he falls in love with Maris York, a beautiful artist who
creates cities, his life becomes alive in fantastic and unsettling ways. As Walker's love for Maris grows, his life gets more

and more bizarre-he discovers he can see things happening just before they happen, and at the same time feels an
incredibly strong tug from his past-so a friend steers him to Venasque, an odd little man reputed to be a powerful shaman.
Venasque helps Walker discover and unravel his many interconnected past lives, and it is soon clear that an unresolved
conflict from these past lives has resurfaced, and now threatens to undo Walker and Maris's love. At once lyrical,
frightening, funny, and sexy, Sleeping in Flame is a spellbinding tale where reality and fantasy merge in astonishing
convolutions of magic and suspense. It confirms that Jonathan Carroll is one of the very few novelists who-by constantly
surprising us-give us an entirely new perspective on our world. It is no wonder that he is generally considered to be the
most original and provocative novelist of his generation. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sleeping with the Devil Jul 13 2021 “Saudi Arabia is more and more an irrational state—a place that spawns global
terrorism even as it succumbs to an ancient and deeply seated isolationism, a kingdom led by a royal family that can’t get
out of the way of its own greed. Is this the fulcrum we want the global economy to balance on?” In his explosive New York
Times bestseller, See No Evil, former CIA operative Robert Baer exposed how Washington politics drastically compromised
the CIA’s efforts to fight global terrorism. Now in his powerful new book, Sleeping with the Devil, Baer turns his attention
to Saudi Arabia, revealing how our government’s cynical relationship with our Middle Eastern ally and America’ s
dependence on Saudi oil make us increasingly vulnerable to economic disaster and put us at risk for further acts of
terrorism. For decades, the United States and Saudi Arabia have been locked in a “harmony of interests.” America counted
on the Saudis for cheap oil, political stability in the Middle East, and lucrative business relationships for the United States,
while providing a voracious market for the kingdom’ s vast oil reserves. With money and oil flowing freely between
Washington and Riyadh, the United States has felt secure in its relationship with the Saudis and the ruling Al Sa’ud family.
But the rot at the core of our “friendship” with the Saudis was dramatically revealed when it became apparent that fifteen
of the nineteen September 11 hijackers proved to be Saudi citizens. In Sleeping with the Devil, Baer documents with
chilling clarity how our addiction to cheap oil and Saudi petrodollars caused us to turn a blind eye to the Al Sa’ud’s culture
of bribery, its abysmal human rights record, and its financial support of fundamentalist Islamic groups that have been
directly linked to international acts of terror, including those against the United States. Drawing on his experience as a
field operative who was on the ground in the Middle East for much of his twenty years with the agency, as well as the large
network of sources he has cultivated in the region and in the U.S. intelligence community, Baer vividly portrays our
decades-old relationship with the increasingly dysfunctional and corrupt Al Sa’ud family, the fierce anti-Western sentiment
that is sweeping the kingdom, and the desperate link between the two. In hopes of saving its own neck, the royal family
has been shoveling money as fast as it can to mosque schools that preach hatred of America and to militant
fundamentalist groups—an end game just waiting to play out. Baer not only reveals the outrageous excesses of a Saudi
royal family completely out of touch with the people of its kingdom, he also takes readers on a highly personal search for
the deeper roots of modern terrorism, a journey that returns time again and again to Saudi Arabia: to the Wahhabis, the
powerful Islamic sect that rules the Saudi street; to the Taliban and al Qaeda, both of which Saudi Arabia helped to
underwrite; and to the Muslim Brotherhood, one of the most active and effective terrorist groups in existence, which the Al
Sa’ud have sheltered and funded. The money and arms that we send to Saudi Arabia are, in effect, being used to cut our
own throat, Baer writes, but America might have only itself to blame. So long as we continue to encourage the highly
volatile Saudi state to bank our oil under its sand—and so long as we continue to grab at the Al Sa’ud’s money—we are
laying the groundwork for a potential global economic catastrophe.
While Justice Sleeps Jan 07 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A gripping, complexly plotted thriller set within the
halls of the U.S. Supreme Court, where a young law clerk finds herself embroiled in a shocking mystery crafted by one of
the most preeminent judges in America—from celebrated national leader and bestselling author Stacey Abrams. "Abrams
follows in Dan Brown’s footprint with this masterfully plotted thriller that unfolds like the ultimate chess match—bold
move to bolder move with lives hanging in the balance."—Lisa Gardner, author of Before She Disappeared "A first-class
legal thriller, favorably compared to many of the best, starting with The Pelican Brief, which it brings to mind. It’s fastpaced and full of surprises—a terrific read."—Scott Turow, author of Presumed Innocent Avery Keene, a brilliant young law
clerk for the legendary Justice Howard Wynn, is doing her best to hold her life together--excelling in an arduous job with
the court while also dealing with a troubled family. When the shocking news breaks that Justice Wynn--the cantankerous
swing vote on many current high-profile cases--has slipped into a coma, Avery's life turns upside down. She is immediately
notified that Justice Wynn has left instructions for her to serve as his legal guardian and power of attorney. Plunged into
an explosive role she never anticipated, Avery finds that Justice Wynn had been secretly researching one of the most
controversial cases before the court--a proposed merger between an American biotech company and an Indian genetics
firm, which promises to unleash breathtaking results in the medical field. She also discovers that Wynn suspected a
dangerously related conspiracy that infiltrates the highest power corridors of Washington. As political wrangling ensues in
Washington to potentially replace the ailing judge whose life and survival Avery controls, she begins to unravel a carefully
constructed, chesslike sequence of clues left behind by Wynn. She comes to see that Wynn had a much more personal
stake in the controversial case and realizes his complex puzzle will lead her directly into harm's way in order to find the
truth. While Justice Sleeps is a cunningly crafted, sophisticated novel, layered with myriad twists and a vibrant cast of
characters. Drawing on her astute inside knowledge of the court and political landscape, Stacey Abrams shows herself to
be not only a force for good in politics and voter fairness but also a major new talent in suspense fiction.
Sleep Like a Tiger Jul 21 2019 At bedtime a young girl asks "Does everything in the world go to sleep?"
Sleeping with Your Smartphone Sep 15 2021 "Argues that monitoring one's electronic business communication 24/7 is
actually counterproductive and offers a plan for companies to take time to ""disconnect"" in order to boost their
productivity."
The World Never Sleeps (Tilbury House Nature Book) Jul 25 2022 Midnight. Stars speckle the darkness with bits of light. A
cockroach skitters across the kitchen floor to snatch a forgotten breadcrumb. In the backyard, a spider weaves an intricate
design on the fence. Winged insects dance and flicker in the porch light. Day and night, small creatures are busy working,
eating, hunting, hiding. This nonfiction picture book reveals the hidden lives of insects and other small creatures from one
midnight to the next. The world may appear to be sleeping in the dead of night, but it is not. As moonflowers open and

stars shine, nature goes about her business. The world never sleeps. Natalie Rompella’s lyrical text is vividly
complemented by Carol Schwartz’s watercolors. A cat roams through the illustrations—silent witness, in the house and in
the yard, to the myriad lives of night and day. A sense of mystery pervades all—even the backmatter natural-history
portraits of the animals met in the book. This nature book invites children into a parallel universe, one that teems with life
while they sleep. Lexile Level 700; F&P Level O
While the Earth Sleeps We Travel Sep 27 2022 A groundbreaking collection of poetry, personal narratives, and art from
refugee youth around the world. Foreword by actor and UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Ben Stiller. Beginning in 2018,
Ahmed M. Badr—an Iraqi-American poet and former refugee—traveled to Greece, Trinidad & Tobago, and Syracuse, New
York, holding storytelling workshops with hundreds of displaced youth: those living in and outside of camps, as well as
those adjusting to life after resettlement. Combining Badr’s own poetry with the personal narratives and creative
contributions of dozens of young refugees, While the Earth Sleeps We Travel seeks to center and amplify the often
unheard perspectives of those navigating through and beyond the complexities of displacement. The result is a diverse
and moving collection—a meditation on the concept of "home" and a testament to the power of storytelling.
The 5 AM Club Jun 12 2021 How The Most Successful People In The World Get Things DoneLet's face it, not all of us are
morning people. I certainly was not one. There is nothing today like waking up early in the morning, taking your time to
enjoy the day first before heading off to your chaotic workplace. You just feel energized throughout the entire day.
However, most of us never experience that and end up spending the majority of our days in a cloud of laziness because of
waking up later than we should. In this book you will find a variety of different ways to help you wake up early without
having to fight against yourself, how to wake up feeling energized and how to wake up and be as productive as possible.
Join The 5 AM Club5 AM is simply a magical time to wake up and begin your day. You will achieve mental clarity and simply
get things done. There will be no distractions from your phone, social media or even friends and family - everyone is sleep.
Peak Productivity* Introducing The Morning Energizer Routine * Setting The Stage For Early Morning Success * 6 Tips To
Start Waking Up Early * Waking Up Early and Accomplishing Your Goals * Start Your Day Off On The Right Foot
Who's Been Sleeping in Your Head Aug 22 2019 Presents and analyzes the results of a study of the sexual fantasies of
over 23,000 men and women of all ages, discussing stories of specific individuals, the role of fantasy in waking life, and
the functions of these fantasies.
While the World Is Still Asleep Apr 22 2022 It isn't easy for a woman to cut loose in 1890s Berlin. But the winds of change
are blowing, and nothing can stop Josephine from pursuing her dreams. After the tragic death of her little brother,
Josephine travels to the Black Forest to heal. There she discovers a feeling of freedom astride a brand-new invention called
the "velocipede." The very idea of a woman on a bicycle is beyond taboo--it is indecent and even illegal--but Josephine will
not be deterred. She simply needs to find a way to ride without provoking a scandal. Back home, Josephine has the
brilliant idea of riding under cover of night, while the world is still asleep. But Berlin's streets are dangerous, especially on
a bicycle. Can Josephine's fighting heart help her overcome the obstacles in her path? Will the passion she feels for this
new adventure lead her toward true love?
When the World Sleeps Jun 24 2022 When the moon falls out of the sky and lands in the woods, a little boy and his dog
find it and help it get launched again.
While You Are Sleeping Mar 21 2022 A very simple look at how when it is day in one part of the world, it may be night in
another place.
The Sleep Fix Dec 26 2019 From renowned ABC News anchor/correspondent and former insomniac Diane Macedo, comes a
practical, user-friendly guide to getting better sleep. The Sleep Fix flips the switch on common advice, illuminating the
reporter’s relentless search for how to get a good night’s sleep and the surprising, scientific, and practical solutions she
found along the way. Roughly thirty percent of the population is estimated to be living with insomnia, while many more
unknowingly suffer from other sleep disorders. In The Sleep Fix, Macedo aims to change that with perspective-shifting
research and easy-to-implement solutions based not just on science and experts, but also her own years-long struggle. As
an early-morning reporter and overnight news anchor, Macedo learned the hard way how valuable sleep is, and how it
affects everything from our heart to our brain to our immune system. The longer Macedo struggled, the more her health
deteriorated. Desperate, she tried standard sleep tip after standard sleep tip, but nothing worked - instead, it made her
worse. Finally, after developing a tolerance to sleeping pills, Macedo decided to attack the problem as a journalist,
interviewing sleep experts from all over the world to get to the bottom of what really keeps us from sleeping—and the
various ways to fix it. As Macedo explains, the solution to catching zzz’s isn’t as simple as giving up caffeine, or putting
away your phone before bed. With her down-to-earth explanations and humor, she instead teaches us how to: •
Understand sleep biology • Identify sleep obstacles • Flag sleep myths and separate fact from fiction • Try counterintuitive
approaches • Shift our mindset Most importantly, Macedo — a busy, working mom — teaches us how to adjust and fit these
solutions into our everyday lives. Offering expert wisdom, cutting-edge research, intimate sleep stories from public
figures, and actionable advice, The Sleep Fix is the tell-it-like-it-is guide this sleep-deprived world has been waiting for.
To Shake the Sleeping Self Jun 19 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “With winning candor, Jedidiah Jenkins takes us
with him as he bicycles across two continents and delves deeply into his own beautiful heart.”—Cheryl Strayed, author of
Wild and Tiny Beautiful Things On the eve of turning thirty, terrified of being funneled into a life he didn’t choose, Jedidiah
Jenkins quit his dream job and spent sixteen months cycling from Oregon to Patagonia. He chronicled the trip on
Instagram, where his photos and reflections drew hundreds of thousands of followers, all gathered around the question:
What makes a life worth living? In this unflinchingly honest memoir, Jed narrates his adventure—the people and places he
encountered on his way to the bottom of the world—as well as the internal journey that started it all. As he traverses
cities, mountains, and inner boundaries, Jenkins grapples with the question of what it means to be an adult, his struggle to
reconcile his sexual identity with his conservative Christian upbringing, and his belief in travel as a way to wake us up to
life back home. A soul-stirring read for the wanderer in each of us, To Shake the Sleeping Self is an unforgettable
reflection on adventure, identity, and a life lived without regret. Praise for To Shake the Sleeping Self “[Jenkins is] a guy
deeply connected to his personal truth and just so refreshingly present.”—Rich Roll, author of Finding Ultra “This is much
more than a book about a bike ride. This is a deep soul deepening us. Jedidiah Jenkins is a mystic disguised as a
millennial.”—Tom Shadyac, author of Life’s Operating Manual “Thought-provoking and inspirational . . . This uplifting

memoir and travelogue will remind readers of the power of movement for the body and the soul.”—Publishers Weekly
The Sleeping Beauties Sep 03 2020 In Sweden, hundreds of refugee children fall into a state that resembles sleep for
months or years at a time. In Le Roy, a town in upstate New York, teenage girls develop involuntary twitches and seizures
that spread like a contagion. In the U.S. Embassy in Cuba, employees experience headaches and memory loss after hearing
strange noises during the night. These are only a few of the many suspected culture-bound psychosomatic
syndromes—specific sets of symptoms that exist in a particular culture or environment—that affect people throughout the
world. In The Sleeping Beauties, Dr. Suzanne O’Sullivan—an award-winning Irish neurologist—investigates psychosomatic
disorders, traveling the world to visit communities suffering from these so-called mystery illnesses. From a derelict postSoviet mining town in Kazakhstan to the Mosquito Coast of Nicaragua to the heart of the María Mountains in Colombia,
O’Sullivan records the remarkable stories of syndromes related to her by people from all walks of life. Riveting and often
distressing, these case studies are recounted with compassion and humanity. In examining the complexity of psychogenic
illness, O’Sullivan has written a book of both fascination and serious concern as these syndromes continue to proliferate
around the globe.
While We Were Sleeping Dec 06 2020 Public health has made our lives safer—but it often works behind the scenes,
without our knowledge, that is, "while we are sleeping." This book powerfully illuminates how public health works with
more than sixty success stories drawn from the area of injury and violence prevention. It also profiles dozens of individuals
who have made important contributions to safety and health in a range of social arenas. Highlighting examples from the
United States as well as from other countries, While We Were Sleeping will inform a wide audience of readers about what
public health actually does and at the same time inspire a new generation to make the world a safer place.
The Final Move Beyond Iraq Dec 18 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER! From esteemed author and journalist of of over
70 books Can we lose the war on terrorism? We can, indeed, if we lose the battle for Iraq. In The Final Move Beyond Iraq,
Mike Evans addresses the greatest threat America has faced since the Civil War: the Islamic revolution, or Islamofascism.
While the United States debates the best way to solve the situation in Iraq, the terrorists are claiming victory and planning
to take their show to American soil once again.
Millie Fierce Sleeps Out Oct 24 2019 Little girls can be strong and fierce and brave—and sometimes their ferocity is just
the thing they need to save the day. Millie is strong. Millie is fierce. But Millie has learned to keep her fierceness in check.
And since she’s been sweet all summer long, Millie gets to have a sleepout with her friends. One where she promises to be
well behaved. But things don't go as Millie planned, and our fierce little heroine is not happy. Still, she tries her best to
keep her fierceness inside. But when the scary dog from next door howls at the girls' tent, Millie's ferocity saves them all!
A perfect addition to a bookshelf filled with Fancy Nancy, Eloise, Olivia, and Ladybug Girl. Praise for the Millie Fierce
books: *"Readers already know what Millie learns: To everything there is a time and purpose, including fierceness; they
will welcome this validation."--Kirkus Reviews, starred review "Millie Fierce is a delightfully naughty mix between Maurice
Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are and Molly Bang's When Sophie Gets Angry."--School Library Journal "An unexpected
Yeatsian lilt to Manning's writing ("Millie frizzed out her hair and made the crazy eye") lifts the text out of the ordinary;
her powers of observation set it apart, too."--Publishers Weekly
Where Children Sleep May 11 2021 Where Children Sleep presents Mollison's large format photographs of children's
bedrooms around the world - including from the USA, Mexico, Brazil, England, Italy, Israel and theWest Bank, Kenya,
Senegal, Lesotho, Nepal, China and India - alongside portraits of the children whose bedrooms are featured. Each pair of
photographs is accompanied by an extended caption that tells of the story of the child in question - about Kaya in Tokyo
whose proud mother spends $1000 per month on her dresses; about Bilal the Bedouin shepherd boy who sleeps out with
his father's herd of goats; about the Nepali girl Indira, who has worked in a granite quarry since she was three years old,
and about Ankhohxet, the Kraho boy who sleeps on the floor of a hut deep in the Amazon jungle. Photographed over two
years with the support of Save the Children, the book is written and presented for an audience of 7-11 year olds - setting
out to interest and engage children in the details of the lives of other children around the world, and the social issues
affecting them, while also being a serious photographic essay for an adult audience. Its striking design features a child's
mobile on the cover, printed in glow-in-the-dark ink.
When All the World Sleeps Oct 28 2022 Daniel Whitlock is terrified of going to sleep. And rightly so: he sleepwalks, with
no awareness or memory of his actions. Including burning down Kenny Cooper's house-with Kenny inside it-after Kenny
brutally beat him for being gay. Back in the tiny town of Logan after serving his prison sentence, Daniel isolates himself in
a cabin in the woods and chains himself to his bed at night. Like the rest of Logan, local cop Joe Belman doesn't believe
Daniel's absurd defense. But when Bel saves Daniel from a retaliatory fire, he discovers that Daniel might not be what
everyone thinks: killer, liar, tweaker, freak. Bel agrees to control Daniel at night-for the sake of the other townsfolk.
Daniel's fascinating, but Bel's not going there. Yet as he's drawn further into Daniel's dark world, Bel finds that he likes
being in charge. And submitting to Bel gives Daniel the only peace he's ever known. But Daniel's demons won't leave him
alone, and he'll need Bel's help to slay them once and for all-assuming Bel is willing to risk everything to stand by him.
While The World Sleeps Feb 20 2022 There is a place where the creatures of nightmares exist. They have been spoken of
and written about through time, myths and legends passed from generation to generation, their stories finding a nesting
place in the minds of children. Sam Love is about to find them... and they are about to find him... and a jolly fat man in a
red suit is watching on with interest. 35 years ago shadows drift across a midsummer festival in Hollow's End and a little
girl disappears... 35 years later, Sam and his family move to a new life in the country village of Hollow's End. Initially the
only place he feels comfortable is in a treehouse in an ancient oak tree outside his bedroom window. But nightmares start
and Sam gets his first glimpse of the dangerous world he's about to be drawn into. He finds a comforting ear in his new
neighbour, an old farmer called Bob, and the two begin to forge a friendship - but it guides him down less travelled
woodland paths and into a world between night and day.
When All the World's Asleep Apr 10 2021 Offers young readers an illustrated collection of non-denominational prayers and
poems from various well-known writers, such as Maya Angelou and Bob Dylan. Reprint.
Asleep Feb 08 2021 A fascinating look at a bizarre, forgotten epidemic from the national bestselling author of The
American Plague. In 1918, a world war raged, and a lethal strain of influenza circled the globe. In the midst of all this
death, a bizarre disease appeared in Europe. Eventually known as encephalitis lethargica, or sleeping sickness, it spread

worldwide, leaving millions dead or locked in institutions. Then, in 1927, it disappeared as suddenly as it arrived. Asleep,
set in 1920s and '30s New York, follows a group of neurologists through hospitals and asylums as they try to solve this
epidemic and treat its victims-who learned the worst fate was not dying of it, but surviving it.
Late at Night When All the World Is Sleeping Mar 29 2020 * Paperback 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86cm) 108 Page Lined Notebook/
Journal * Inside: ruled on both sides, 108 pages. Cover: soft, matte. Write your plans, ideas, and notes into this notebook.
Simple, stylish, and great size. Perfect gift for family and friends. * Uses: Diary, Journal, Notebook, Blank Book, Planner,
Bulleting, Hand Lettering, Daily Writing, School. * Please click on the author page for more beautiful journals.
Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book Oct 04 2020 Catch a case of the yawns with Dr. Seuss in this classic rhyming picture book. Bedtime
has never been more fun! A yawn is quite catching, you see. Like a cough. It just takes one yawn to start other yawns off.
Dr. Seuss spins a sleep-tastic tale about a very small bug and a very big yawn that spreads and spreads. Meanwhile, the
Audio-Telly-o-Tally-o Count adds up every sleeping creature from the country of Keck to the Castle of Krupp. First one,
then seven, all the way to the billions and zillions, the Who’s-Asleep-Count just keeps growing and growing! This book is a
perfect bedtime story that will have the most reluctant readers laughing, and the most reluctant sleepers snoring! Ninetynine zillion, nine trillion and two Creatures are sleeping! So...How about you?
Sleeping Giants May 31 2020 A page-turning debut in the tradition of Michael Crichton, World War Z, and The Martian,
Sleeping Giants is a thriller fueled by an earthshaking mystery—and a fight to control a gargantuan power. A girl named
Rose is riding her new bike near her home in Deadwood, South Dakota, when she falls through the earth. She wakes up at
the bottom of a square hole, its walls glowing with intricate carvings. But the firemen who come to save her peer down
upon something even stranger: a little girl in the palm of a giant metal hand. Seventeen years later, the mystery of the
bizarre artifact remains unsolved—its origins, architects, and purpose unknown. Its carbon dating defies belief; military
reports are redacted; theories are floated, then rejected. But some can never stop searching for answers. Rose Franklin is
now a highly trained physicist leading a top secret team to crack the hand’s code. And along with her colleagues, she is
being interviewed by a nameless interrogator whose power and purview are as enigmatic as the provenance of the relic.
What’s clear is that Rose and her compatriots are on the edge of unraveling history’s most perplexing discovery—and
figuring out what it portends for humanity. But once the pieces of the puzzle are in place, will the result prove to be an
instrument of lasting peace or a weapon of mass destruction? Praise for Sleeping Giants “As high-concept as it is, Sleeping
Giants is a thriller through and through. . . . One of the most promising series kickoffs in recent memory, [and] a smart
demonstration of how science fiction can honor its traditions and reverse-engineer them at the same time.”—NPR “Neuvel
weaves a complex tapestry with ancient machinery buried in the Earth, shadow governments, and geopolitical conflicts.
But the most surprising thing about the book may just be how compelling the central characters are in the midst of these
larger-than-life concepts. . . . I can’t stop thinking about it.”—Chicago Review of Books “A remarkable debut . . .
Reminiscent of Max Brooks’s World War Z, the story’s format effectively builds suspense.”—Library Journal (debut of the
month) “This stellar debut novel . . . masterfully blends together elements of sci-fi, political thriller and apocalyptic fiction.
. . . A page-turner of the highest order.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Don’t miss any of The Themis Files by Sylvain
Neuvel: SLEEPING GIANTS | WAKING GODS | ONLY HUMAN
My Bed Nov 05 2020 Delightful rhymes and charming hand-stitched art celebrate the many ways we sleep across the
world. Perfect for a baby shower gift and for fans of This Is How We Do It.
Danny the Champion of the World Jul 01 2020 Can Danny and his father outsmart the villainous Mr. Hazell? Danny has a
life any boy would love—his home is a gypsy caravan, he's the youngest master car mechanic around, and his best friend is
his dad, who never runs out of wonderful stories to tell. But one night Danny discovers a shocking secret that his father
has kept hidden for years. Soon Danny finds himself the mastermind behind the most incredible plot ever attempted
against nasty Victor Hazell, a wealthy landowner with a bad attitude. Can they pull it off? If so, Danny will truly be the
champion of the world.
Sleeping Beauties Nov 17 2021 In this spectacular New York Times bestselling father/son collaboration that “barrels along
like a freight train” (Publishers Weekly), Stephen King and Owen King tell the highest of high-stakes stories: what might
happen if women disappeared from the world of men? In a future so real and near it might be now, something happens
when women go to sleep: they become shrouded in a cocoon-like gauze. If they are awakened, if the gauze wrapping their
bodies is disturbed or violated, the women become feral and spectacularly violent. And while they sleep they go to another
place, a better place, where harmony prevails and conflict is rare. One woman, the mysterious “Eve Black,” is immune to
the blessing or curse of the sleeping disease. Is Eve a medical anomaly to be studied? Or is she a demon who must be
slain? Abandoned, left to their increasingly primal urges, the men divide into warring factions, some wanted to kill Eve,
some to save her. Others exploit the chaos to wreak their own vengeance on new enemies. All turn to violence in a
suddenly all-male world. Set in a small Appalachian town whose primary employer is a woman’s prison, Sleeping Beauties
is a wildly provocative, gloriously dramatic father-son collaboration that feels particularly urgent and relevant today.
Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Sep 22 2019
While You're Sleeping Jan 19 2022 A New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Books award 2021 winner and runner-up
at the Queen's Knickers award 2022. Have you ever wondered what's happening in the world while you're asleep in your
bed? There's a whole world of activity out there – from bakers preparing bread and cakes for your table and firefighters
waiting patiently for a call, to hospitals helping people have babies and caring for those who are ill. There are lorry drivers
making deliveries of food, flowers, toys and more, and postal workers sorting the mail for your morning delivery. There's
also wildlife such as foxes foraging, bats flying, and owls hunting for prey. And then around the world there are children
who are playing, learning, eating and reading while you're tucked up fast asleep. This is the perfect book for bedtime,
opening up a whole world of wonder and imagination for children, and providing food for the imagination if they wake in
those early hours. Beautifully written, with lyrical prose, the illustrations are packed with detail.
My Year of Rest and Relaxation Oct 16 2021 Named a Best Book of the Year by The Washington Post, Time, NPR,
Amazon,Vice, Bustle, The New York Times, The Guardian, Kirkus Reviews, Entertainment Weekly, The AV Club, & Audible A
New York Times Bestseller “One of the most compelling protagonists modern fiction has offered in years: a loopy, quietly
furious pillhead whose Ambien ramblings and Xanaxed b*tcheries somehow wend their way through sad and funny and
strange toward something genuinely profound.” — Entertainment Weekly “Darkly hilarious . . . [Moshfegh’s] the kind of

provocateur who makes you laugh out loud while drawing blood.” —Vogue From one of our boldest, most celebrated new
literary voices, a novel about a young woman's efforts to duck the ills of the world by embarking on an extended
hibernation with the help of one of the worst psychiatrists in the annals of literature and the battery of medicines she
prescribes. Our narrator should be happy, shouldn't she? She's young, thin, pretty, a recent Columbia graduate, works an
easy job at a hip art gallery, lives in an apartment on the Upper East Side of Manhattan paid for, like the rest of her needs,
by her inheritance. But there is a dark and vacuous hole in her heart, and it isn't just the loss of her parents, or the way
her Wall Street boyfriend treats her, or her sadomasochistic relationship with her best friend, Reva. It's the year 2000 in a
city aglitter with wealth and possibility; what could be so terribly wrong? My Year of Rest and Relaxation is a powerful
answer to that question. Through the story of a year spent under the influence of a truly mad combination of drugs
designed to heal our heroine from her alienation from this world, Moshfegh shows us how reasonable, even necessary,
alienation can be. Both tender and blackly funny, merciless and compassionate, it is a showcase for the gifts of one of our
major writers working at the height of her powers.
The Sleeping World May 23 2022 "Spain, 1977. Military rule is over. Bootleg punk music oozes out of illegal basement bars
and fascists fight anarchists for political control. Students perform protest art in the city center, rioting against the old
government, the undecided new order, against the university, against themselves ... Mosca is a disillusioned university
student, whose younger brother is among the "disappeared," taken by the police two years ago, now presumed dead.
Spurred by the turmoil around them, Mosca and her friends commit an act that carries their rebellion too far and sends
them spiraling out of their provincial hometown. But the further they go, the more Mosca believes her brother is alive and
the more she is willing to risk to find him"--Back cover
The Devil Never Sleeps Nov 24 2019 An urgent, transformative guide to dealing with disasters from one of today’s
foremost thinkers in crisis management. The future may still be unpredictable, but nowadays, disasters are not. We live in
a time of constant, consistent catastrophe, where things more often go wrong than they go right. So why do we still
fumble when disaster hits? Why are we always one step behind? In The Devil Never Sleeps, Juliette Kayyem lays the
groundwork for a new approach to dealing with disasters. Presenting the basic themes of crisis management, Kayyem
amends the principles we rely on far too easily. Instead, she offers us a new framework to anticipate the “devil’s”
inevitable return, highlighting the leadership deficiencies we need to overcome and the forward thinking we need to
harness. It’s no longer about preventing a disaster from occurring, but learning how to use the tools at our disposal to
minimize the consequences when it does. Filled with personal anecdotes and real-life examples from natural disasters like
the California wildfires to man-made ones like the Boeing 737 MAX crisis, The Devil Never Sleeps is a guide for
governments, businesses, and individuals alike on how to alter our thinking so that we can develop effective strategies in
the face of perpetual catastrophe.
Teaching the World to Sleep Jan 27 2020 Sleep problems are ubiquitous in the modern world, significantly impacting on
quality of life, mental health, and performance at work and at home. More significantly, sleep problems accompany almost
every mental health condition and are a significant driver in the development and maintenance of poor mental health. This
book describes the current state of knowledge on the science of sleep, covering the various forms of insomnia and
parasomnia that abound, before discussing the variety of assessment and treatment options available to the healthcare
practitioner. Further discussion of psychological and behavioural interventions is made with particular reference to a new,
second-generation Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for insomnia, how this is an effective treatment modality, and how it can
be applied with clients presenting with more complex physical and mental health conditions. The final chapter presents
the range of theories as to the purpose and function of dreams and dreaming, and how 'dream-work' has been applied in
the therapeutic setting.
Why We Sleep Aug 14 2021 "Sleep is one of the most important but least understood aspects of our life, wellness, and
longevity ... An explosion of scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new light on this fundamental aspect of
our lives. Now ... neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding of the vital importance of
sleep and dreaming"--Amazon.com.
Sleeping Nasty Feb 26 2020 An appealing fairy tale with a twist, illustrated in full colour and perfect for young readers
aged 5 to 7 years.
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